Have you ever…

Fly it, Drive it, Get it. Use it.

The World Leader of
Roadable Aircraft
“The Go Fast Anywhere, Anytime Vehicles.”

 Canceled a trip or become stranded

due to weather?

Aerospace

 Quit flying due to expense?
 Put off a day with the airplane

because it was too hot, or too cold?
 Decided to drive because it was a
lot less hassle than flying, even
though it was three times longer?
 Delayed a business meeting just to
avoid the inconvenience of airport
security and the car rental process?
 Skipped a day flying because you
didn’t want to brush the dust and
spider webs off the airplane?
Now you can have “Hassle free” travel.
In less time than it took you to read
this pamphlet, you can push a button,
convert from car to aircraft mode, and
be on your way in the FSC-1 vehicle!

Attention. That’s the word that best
sums up the FSC-1. Attention to Detail.
Attention to Safety. Attention to
Comfort. Attention to Performance.
Attention to Practicality. Attention to
Convenience.

LaBiche Aerospace has developed
the most advanced and practical
general aviation aircraft in the world.
The FSC-1, roadable aircraft, now
gives you unprecedented freedom
and utility never before imagined in a
single vehicle. Finally, true “door-todoor” travel without the hassle.

LaBiche Aerospace
1122 CR-129 (FM2351)
Mustang Industrial Park
Alvin, TX 77511
(713) 582-5240

www.LabicheAerospace.com

CONVENIENT
PRACTICAL
FLEXIBLE
STYLISH
SAFE

Over 15 years of engineering and
development went into the FSC-1
vehicle, the flagship vehicle of the
LaBiche roadable aircraft line-up. No
other vehicle in history provides this
level of convenience, comfort and
flexibility. This relentless pursuit of
practical, flexible, and attractive
vehicles is causing nothing less than a
revolution. You just have to see one
for yourself.

FSC-1 Specifications & Performance
(Preliminary - 2005)
Seating Capacity: 4 (5th seat optional)
Conversion: Fully automatic in 30 sec.
Power: 450 HP supercharged
Fuel: 86 gallons - 93 octane
Gross Weight: 3,600 lbs
Empty Weight: 2,496 lbs
Top Speed: 275 mph
Cruise 75%: 250 mph @ 10k ft
T.O. Speed: 73 mph
Min Flying: 68 mph
Wing Span: 33.3 ft
W x H x L: 80”x 58”x 218” (car)

